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Bold, adventurous and relaxing all at 
once, Mister Zimi clothing is the kind 
of statement you’d want to make on 
holiday, feeling free to be yourself. So, 
it’s no wonder the clothing label – with 
everything from ultra bright, maxi dresses 
to punchy, patterned jumpsuits – has 
opened its doors in carefree Byron Bay. 
The shop embodies a Mediterranean 
getaway vibe, with exotic ‘basket’ lights, 
rose-washed walls and tile accents. 
“It’s a feel-good experience,” confirms 
operations manager Christina Beaumont. 
Like the clothing itself.
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misterzimi.com @misterzimi

Byron Bay recently became every home 
decorator’s dream, with the launch of a Pop + 
Scott showroom in conjunction with Bangalow 
textile brand, Pampa. A celebration of artisan 
pieces the shop woos interiors addicts with 
handcrafted indoor/outdoor furniture, lighting, 
homewares, pots, bedding, artworks and 
more. Pampa also showcases their selection of 
woven rugs, throws, cushions and prints. Other 
coveted collections include Anchor ceramics, 
Den Holm sculptures and Malia Grace jewellery.
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popandscott.com pampa.com.au

@popandscott @wearepampa

P O P  &  S C O T T

DESTINATION BYRON BAY

Newrybar Merchants invites you to adorn your 
home with exquisite furnishings from some 
of the top artisans and curators of the region. 
Located just 15 minutes from Byron Bay, the 
collective is a converted 1890s home with a 
provincial yet refined ambience only fitting for 
the old world village it’s set in. Sought-after 
décor includes the fashionable homewares of 
renowned designers/stylists Shannon Fricke 
and Mr. Jason Grant; cutting-edge floristry by 
Beautiflora; botanical clay products of Nikau, 
and much more. 
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newrybarmerchants.com

@newrybarmerchants
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st-agni.com @stagnistudio

St. Agni is your divine destination for leather 
and suede accessories in the heart of 
Byron Bay. Designed in Australia by owner 
Lara Bluette, the luxurious, handcrafted 
collection includes handbags, wallets, 
clutches, footwear, jackets and more. Each 
distinctively simple piece is striking on its 
own, or as an understated accessory for a 
big fashion statement. Meanwhile, the cool 
showroom – accented by ‘invisible’ white 
hanging frames, wood furnishings and fresh 
greenery – is chicly designed to let the 
styles do the talking. 
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